PLACE VALUE RIDDLES 5A

Select the correct answer from a choice of 8 possibilities.

1) I am larger than 3 million.
   I am less than 3 ½ million.
   My largest digit is my ten thousands digit.
   I am a multiple of 5.
   Who am I?

   3,247,180  2,853,918  3,892,100  4,235,105
   3,072,130  3,584,325  30,291,300  4,138,282

2) I am less than half a million.
   My thousands digit is a multiple of 3.
   I am more than a quarter of a million.
   I am odd.
   Who am I?

   347,283  1,206,311  4,286,135  814,277
   233,117  416,532  379,513  2,130,767
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